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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the past several years there have been numerous pappers written on the 
stability of equilibrium points of autonomous third order differential equa- 
tions. Some particular results can be found in [5] and [7]. This paper is a 
study of the global behavior of solutions of third order autonomous differen- 
tial equations with a simple unstable equilibrium point. As far as vve know, 
all previous results in this direction have been concerned with local behavior. 
A standard result contained in Chapter 13 of [l] is concerned with lineariza- 
tion of an autonomous differential equation at an equilibrium point. It shows 
that in a neighborhood of the equilibrium point, the qualitative behavior is 
similar to that of the linearized system if the characteristic equation has no 
imaginary or zero roots. Our results will apply to some cases where the 
characteristic equation has all roots equal to zero, e.g., to the differential 
equation 
y”’ = y3. 
Some of our techniques are motivated by some papers on third order linear 
differential equations with time varying coefficients (see, e.g., [4] and [6]). 
The following lemmas will play an important role in this paper. 
LEMMA 1 .l. ([2], p. 141; [3]). Let y(t) be a solution of the linear dz$erentiuZ 
equation 
yen, + p&) p-l) + *.. + pn(t) y = p&t) 
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whose coeficients pk(t) are bounded for t >, a. If y(t) is bounded for t >, a, then 
its derivatives yck)(t) (1 < k < n) are bounded for t > a. 
LEMMA 1.2. ([2], p. 141). Let f(t) be of class C” on (a, co). If f (t) has a 
$nite limit as t ---f co andfcn)(t) is bounded, then f(“)(t) --f 0 as t -+ +oo for 
O<k<n. 
LEMMA 1.3. ([9], p. 239). Letf(t) be of class C’ on [a, m). If 
f 
;f2(t) dt < +a 
and iff’(t) is bounded, thenf(t) + 0 as t ---f +a. 
2. THE FORWARD ASYMPTOTIC PROBLEM 
In this section we study the behavior of solutions of the equation 
y”’ = q” + by’ + g(y), (2.1) 
where a < 0, b 3 0, g E c’(--CO, CO), g(0) = 0, g’(y) > 0 for y f 0 and 
1 g(y)\ -+ oo as 1 y j -+ $-CD. Our principal result is the existence of a con- 
tinuous function $ : R2 ---f R1 such that if y(t) is a solution of (2.1) with 
[y(O), y’(O), y”(O)] contained in 
then H(t) = [y(t), y’(t), y”(t)] is defined on [0, m) and tends to [0, 0, 0] as 
t + +m. If [y(O), y’(O), y”(O)] $ G, , then j F(t)] - +CQ as t -+ +c.c if F(t) 
is defined on [0, co). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let y1 and yz be distinct solutions of (2.1) dejined on [c, d]. If, 
for i = 0, 1, 2, y?)(c) > yf’(c) with either y,(c) > yz(c) or y;(c) > y;(c), then 
yf’(t) > yf’(t) for t E (c, d] and i = 0, I, 2. 
Proof. With z(t) = yl(t) - y2(t), it is readily checked that z(t) is a 
solution of the linear equation 
where 
z”’ = az” + 62’ + p(t) z 
P(t) = fs’[r&) + s(Y&) -rzWl ds. 
0 
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We assert first that there exists a number 6 -.> 0 such that z(“)(f) :. 0 
(i = 0, 1, 2) on (c, c +- 81. If z”(c) > 0, then it is clear such a number exists. 
If z”(c) = 0, then by our hypotheses, z(c) ‘> 0, so that p(c) ;y 0 and, hence, 
x”‘(c) > 0. Clearly, with z(c) > 0, x’(c) ;; 0, z”(c) 0, and x”‘(c) 3. 0, such 
a number 8 exists. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, suppose that z”(t) had a first zero 
at f, > c. Then z’(tl) > 0, z(tl) > 0 and it follows that p(tJ > 0, so that 
z”‘(t,) :- 0, a contradiction. 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let y(t) be a nor&via2 solution of (2.1) de$ned on [c, d]. If 
yCi)(c) 2 0 for i = 0, I, 2, with either y(c) > 0 or y”(c) ,> 0, then yCi)(t) > 0 
fey t E (c, d] and i = 0, I, 2. Likewise, if Y(~)(C) :< 0 (i = 0, 1,2) and either 
y(c) < 0 OY y”(c) -< 0, then yci)(t) -: 0 for t E (c, d] and i == 0, 1, 2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let y(t) be a solution of (2.1) which is defined on [0, tu) but not 
on [0, to]. Then either y(Q(t,) > 0 (i == 0, 1, 2) for some t, E [0, to) and 
y(t)++c0ast-+to - 0 or y(i)(t,) < 0 (i =- 0, I, 2) for some t, E [0, to) and 
y(t) --F --GO as t -+ t, -- 0. 
Proof. We first show that y(t) cannot tend to a finite limit as t -+ t, - 0. 
Suppose lim y(t) = L as t --f t,, - 0, where L is finite. Put 
,YM 
r”(t) r ,I, 
0 < t < t,, 
t 2 to. 
Let v(t) be a solution of the linear equation 
.-&I” _ ad’ + bz’ + &Y(t)], 
with [v(O), v’(O), v”(O)] = [y(O), y’(O), y”(O)]. It follows that v(t) = y(t) on 
[O, to>, and thus [r(t), r’(t), Y’WI is b ounded on [0, to), a contradiction. 
We now show the existence of t, E [0, t,) such that either My’i)(t,) : 0 or 
y’i)(t,) < 0, i = 0, 1, 2. First suppose, that there exists a sequence {TV} in 
[0, to) such that T, + to and ~‘(7~) = 0. If y”(tJ = 0, t, E [0, to), by Lemma 
(2.2) and our assumption that y’(~,&) = 0 it follows that y(t2) y’(t,) < 0. 
Letting 
F[F(t)] = [y’(t)12 - W’(t) y(t) i- by2(t) + 2ay(t)y’(th 
it then follows by differentiation that 
F[F(t)] = F[I’(O)] -- 2 f’ [ -d2(s) + y(s) g(y(s))l ds, 
‘0 
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so that 
~[~(O)] 2 qqt,)l = y%?) + 2ay(t,) Y’&) + bYVz) 2 Y’“(&J. 
Since y’ is oscillatory on [0, to) and bounded at its maxima and minima on 
this interval, y’ is bounded on this interval. Hence, y is bounded on this 
interval, and since 
[yne-at]’ :- cat[by’ + g(y)], 
y” is also bounded on this interval. Since y, y’ and y” cannot all be bounded 
on [0, t,), such a sequence (TV} cannot exist. Hence, there exists c E [0, to) 
such that y’(t) # 0 for t E [c, tn). Th us, for some CE with c < d < to , 
r(t)r’W f 0 for t E M h). 
Since 
lim y(t) t-t,-0 
cannot be finite, y(t) y’(t) > 0 for t E [d, to). If y’(t) y”(t) < 0 for all t E [d, to), 
then y(t) would tend to a finite limit as t ---f t, - 0, which is impossible. This 
shows that for some t, E [O, to), y(tl), y’(t,) and y”(tl) all have the same sign. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (A, p) be jixed, ad for each a let y(t, a) be a solution of 
(2.1) such that ~(0, a) = 01, ~‘(0, a) = A, ~“(0, m) = p. There exists TV E [O,l] 
and 01~ (TV E [O,l] and u2) such that ~‘~‘(7~ , ~1~) > 0 (Y’~‘(T~ , a2) < 0) for 
i = 0, 1, 2. 
Proof. We first prove the existence of such numbers 01~ and T1 . 
Let c be such that y(t, 0) is defined on [0, c] (0 < c < 1) and suppose first 
that for some OL ,, , y(t, a) is defined on [0, c] for a > (~a . Put 
z(t, a) = y(t, a) -y(t, 0), where 01 > max[a,, 0] and t E [O, c]. It is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma (2.1) that zGi)(t, a) > 0 for i = 0, 1, 2 and 
t E (0, c]. Thus, if t E [0, c], 
r(t9 4 3 4x + r(t7 0) 3 01 + tg-ll [y(t, O)l, 
and, hence, y(t, a) + + tm uniformly on [0, c] as a: -+ +a. From (2.1), 
[y”e-at]’ = e-at[by’ + g(y)], 
and, hence, for OL > max[ol, , 0] 
[r”(t, a) e-atl’ Z e-ut[by’(t, 0) + g(y(t, a))]. 
Since g(y) -+$-co asy-t +co, 
[y”(t, a) ecat]’ ---f +a3 
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uniformly on [0, c] as 013 +io. Putting H(t, a) =: y”(t, U) c (ll, vvc have that 
for 01 large, 
qt, a) = qo, cd) + Jf B’(s, cd) ds 
0 
= B(0, 0) + j-l B’(s, a) ds. 
0 
It follows that on [c/2, c], 0(t, a) -+ +-CO uniformly as 01-j +a, and ac- 
cordingly y”(t, a) ---f $-cc uniformly on [c/2, c] as CI ---f +a. For Ly. large, 
Y’h a) = ~“(42, a) + [;,vy”(s, 4 ds > ~‘(42, 0) + j-l,, y”(s, a) ds, 
_I 
and it follows that y’(t, a) 4 + co uniformly on [$c, c] as CY ---f + a. 
Clearly, for any d > 0, if y(t, a) is defined on [0, d] for all 01 large, such 
numbers pi and 01~ exist. 
Let d, E [0, l] and consider the case that y(t, a) is not defined on [0, d,,] for 
a: large. Suppose in this case there does not exist or E [0, I] and 01~ such that 
Y’YT1 , iyi) > 0, i = 0, 1, 2. It follows from Lemma (2.3) and the fact that 
y(t, a) is not defined on [0, d,] for OT large, that there exists t, with 0 <: 1, < du 
and 01~ such that y(t, ~ya) + -cc as t -+ t, - 0. If a > 01~ , then by Lemma 
(2.1), y(t, a) > y(t, 01~) on [domain y(t, a)] n [0, tl) and so y(t, a) AI+-- cc 
as t ---, t,’ - 0, where 0 < t,’ < t, . By Lemma (2.3), we have that for 
01 > c+, y(t, a) exists on [0, t,/2], and from the preceeding paragraph it 
follows that there exists 7r E [0, t,/2] and 01~ such that y”)(~r , 01~) > 0 
(; = 0, 1,2), a contradiction. 
Th e proof of the existence of numbers ~a E [0, l] and aa such that 
yy72 , CUJ < 0 (; =: 0, 1, 2) directly parallels the above proof, and is hence 
omitted. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (A, p) and n be fixed, where n is a positive integer. There 
exists a solution y(t) of (2.1) with -y(n) = 0, y’(0) = A, y”(0) I== p. 
Pyoof. For each (/3, y) let y(t, n, 0, /3, y) be the solution of (2.1) with 
y(n, n, 0, p, y) = 0, y’(n, n, 0, /3, y) = ,k?, y”(n, n, 0, /3, y) = y. Consider the 
mapping Qm such that 
@,(A Y) = [Y’P, n, 0, P, Y), Y”(O, a> 0, A r)l 
when defined. Since y(t) = 0 is a solution of (2. I), the domain of Qp, contains 
(0,O) and is clearly open in RZ. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 
(2.1) that @II is one-to-one. Indeed, if (/3, y) f (p’, y’) and 
[Y’(O, n, 0, P, Y), Y”(O, n, 0, A r)l = [Y’(O, n, 0, P’, Y’h Y”(O, n, 0, rB’, r’)l, 
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then by uniqueness 
Y(O, % 0, P, Y) f Y(O? % 0, p’, Y’) 
and we may suppose 
Y(O, %O, B> Y) > Y(O, n, 0, P’s Y’). 
Consequently by Lemma (2.1), 
a contradiction. Thus, CD, is one-to-one. Since Qn is continuous, the range 
of @,, is open in R2 (see [8], p. 122). Thus, to prove the lemma, it suffices 
to show that the range of Gn is closed in R2. 
Let {(X, , pk)} be a sequence in the range of Drh with (X, , pk) ---)r (A, p) as 
k - +c13. Then for each k, 
& , CL,;) = [Y’(O, n, 0, Pk Y YE:), Y”@, % 0, Pk > r,;)] 
for some (j&, Yk). Let elk = y(0, )2, 0, p. h , rlC) and let y(t, a, A, CL) denote the 
solution of (2.1) with y(0) = CL, y’(0) = h, y”(0) = p 
[so that ~(4 n, 0, PI; , rd -= r(h ai.. , b , A)]. 
From Lemma (2.4), there exists 01’ and ri E [0, l] such that for 
i = 0, I, 2, yyT1 ) a’, x, f!i) > 0. 
For k large, y(~i , 01’, hk , pk) is defined andyci)(r, , cz’, X, , ,u],.) > 0, i = 0, 1,2. 
If for some subsequence {Q,} of {(Ye} it were true that 01!,’ > CC, then by 
Lemma (2.1), for k’ large and i = 0, 1, 2, 
which by Lemma (2.2), contradicts y(?z, n, 0, Pk, , yp,) == 0. Thus 01~ < 0~’ 
for lz sufficiently large and {(YJ is bounded above. A similar argument shows 
that {c+} is bounded below. Let {(Ye;“} be a subsequence of {ak} such that 
01~;” + E. If y(t, ol, A, ,G) were not defined on [0, n], then by Lemma (2.4), for 
some t, E [0, n), yti’(t, , ~5, X, t-;) > 0 for i == 0, I, 2 or < 0 for i = 0, 1, 2, 
and consequently, 
yyt, , 011;” >b” I CLk”) = yyt, , n, 0, P/L” , rlc-) > 0, 
i = 0, 1, 2 (or < 0) for Ii” large, which by Lemma (2.2) contradicts 
v(n, n, 0, j$ , y,J = 0. Since 
Y(% 01,” h , ‘b” > b;“) = y(% tit 0, &” , w”) = 0, 
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by continuity, y(~, il, ,I, @j ~-- 0. Hence, (A, p) E range QY1 , so that the I-ange 
of CD, is closed in RZ. This proves the lemma. 
We now give the principal result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a continuous ,function (f : K’ --f R’ .w+ that tf 
y(t) is a solution of (2.1) zuith [y(O), y’(O), y”(O)] contained in 
G = ((+(A P), A /$(A P) c R’l, 
then y(t) is deJned on [0, co) and y(t) = [y(t), y’(t), y”(t)] --f [0, 0, 0] as 
t ---f + XI. Ij p(O) 4 G, , then j y(t)1 --f t co as t - l 4 co zy y(t) is defined on 
[O, a). 
PYOO~. Let (A, p) be fixed and for each number LY let y(t, a) be the solution 
of (2.1) such that ~(0, CX) == 01, ~‘(0, CY) = A, ~“(0, a) :- p. We first show that 
there exists a unique number 5 such that y(t, G) = [y(t, C), y’(t, c?), y”(t, $1 
is defined and bounded on [0, co). 
By Lemma (2.5), for each integer n I-- 0 there exists a number CY?~ such 
that y(n, a,) = 0. By Lemmas (2.1) and (2.4) it follows that the sequence 
{an> is bounded. Let {an,) ---+ 6i for some subsequence {a,&> of {a,:. Now the 
solution y(t, &) is defined for all t > 0, otherwise, by Lemma (2.3), for some 
t, > 0, yti)(t,, &) > 0, i --_ 0, I, 2 (or <O, i == 0, 1, 2). Thus, for large 
nk , PO,, , G,) > 0 for i == 0, I, 2 (or CO), which by Lemma (2.2) contra- 
dicts y(n,; , a,,) _ 0 for vz,< > t,, We assert that f’(t, &) is bounded on [O, GQ). 
Since y(t, G) is a solution of 
,f’ = &z” + h’ + g[y(t, 41, 
it follows from Lemma (I .I) that the boundedness of y(t, G) implies the 
boundedness of ?(t, 6). To show that y(t, 5) is bounded on [0, co), let 
qqt, &)I = [y’(t, &!)I” - 2y”(t, &)y(t, G) + by2(t, Cq + 2uy(t, k)y’(t, c?), (2.2) 
so that by differentiation, 
s 
t F[Y@, ci!)] --_ F[F(O, S)] - 2 --aJf2(s, E) + y(s, G) g[y(s, %)I ds. 
0 
For each t E [0, co), yCi)(t, IX,,) -+yCi)(t, 15) as nk --f -/-CC (i = 0, 1, 2), and 
from (2.2), 
F[F((t, a,,)] + qqt, G)] 
as nk ---f +co. Since 
F[k-(nk , %Q)] = [y’@k , %z~)]~ b o 
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and F[Y(t, ol,J] is decreasing, it follows that F[B(t, OI,,,)] >, 0 for nk > t, so 
that F[r;‘ct, G)] > 0 for all t. Hence, 
Suppose then that y(t, 5) is of one sign for t large, say positive. From (2.3) 
it is clear that y(t, 6) cannot be monotone increasing for t large. If y(t, &) were 
not monotone decreasing for t large, then for some t, > 0, y(tl , E) > 0, 
y’(tl , G) == 0, y”(tl , &) > 0, which by Lemma (2.2) and (2.3) is impossible. 
A similar argument applies when y(t) < 0 for t >, to > 0. Consider now the 
case that y(t, 5) is oscillatory on [0, =o). If (see [7]) 
H[P(f, Is)] = [y”(t, c?)]” - b[y’(t, ii)]’ - 2g[y(t, C)] y’(t, 6) 
,dt .E) 
- 2y’(r, E)yd(f, G) -+ 2 1 g(s) ds + w(t, w, (2.4) 
‘0 
then by differentiation, 
Eqqt, G)] = H[Y(O, E)] -- j:, P(s) ds, 
where 
P(s) = 2[y”(s, C)]” [l - u] + 2y’“(s, G)[b + g’(s)]. 
Thus if y’(to , G) = 0, 
W(O, 41 2 HIY(to, ii)] 2 2 j;c’o*E)g(s) ds, 
so that y(t, G) is bounded along its set of maxima and minima, and, hence, 
bounded on [0, co). 
We have thus shown that for (h, CL) fixed, there exists a number 6 such that 
y(t, E) is defined on [0, co) and y(t, -) 01 is bounded on [0, CD). Moreover, 
F[y(t, &)] > 0 for t > 0. If a’ f Cu, then by Lemma (2.1), 
I Y(4 01’) - Y(4 3 - +a 
as t -+ +oo, (if y(t, CX’) is defined on [0, 00)) so that / y(t, a’)\ + +oo as 
t -+ fco. We also note that if y(t, oi’) is defined on [0, co), then 
F[Y(t, IX’)] & 0 for t > 0. 
To prove the latter, suppose it were true thatF[F(t, OL’)] 3 0 for t 3 0. Then 
by repeating the same argument as given for F(t, 5), it would follow that 
Y(t, 0~‘) would be bounded on [0, CD), which contradicts j y(t, a’)/ ---f +co as 
t++co. 
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Now let 4 : Ra + R’ be the mapping which assigns to each (h, CL) the unique 
value 31 such that Y(t, 5) is defined and bounded on [0, XJ). From the pre- 
ceeding paragraph, it is readily verified that 
is invariant. Moreover, if I/(f) is a nontrivial trajectory of (2.1) contained in 
G, , then the function F is strictly decreasing and positive along E’(t), so that 
with respect to the forward flow on Gr , the origin is locally asymptotically 
stable. Assuming that 4 is continuous, then by projection of G, onto Rz and 
the fact F is strictly decreasing along nontrivial trajectories in G, , it follows 
that the positive limit set of every trajectory in G, is the origin. 
Finally, we show that 4 is continuous. Let y(t, 0, /I, y) denote the solution 
of (2.1) such that ~(0, 0, /3, y) -: 8, ~‘(0, H, /3, r) = /?, ~“(0, 0, /3, r) ;~ y. Let 
{(An, pn)> be a sequence converging to (h, y) and consider y(t, 01,~) &, &, 
where a, = ez > Pd 
By Lemma (2.4), there exists numbers or E [0, I] and CE such that 
y’i’(T1 ) d, A, p) > 0, i = 0, 1, 2. For n large, the domain of y(t, Oz, A11 , prl) 
contains P, 711, and ~(~‘(7, &, /\ )1 , pn) > 0, i =- 0, 1, 2. Hence, since 
r(t, % > Al 7 Pn ) is bounded, it follows by Lemma (2.1) that for large IZ, 
CI, 5: 6. A similar argument shows that (01~s is bounded below. Suppose that 
an jt 4(x, p), and let {cx,,,> be a subsequence (01~~) such that ank: + OL,~ ;t +(A, EL). 
The solution y(t, 01” , A, CL) must be continuable on [0, co), otherwise, for 
some t, and n,< ,yti)(t Sk ? 
Moreover, F[Y(t, arc”, 1 A 
n ,~LI,)>~Ofori==0,1,2(or<0,i- 0,1,2). 
na , :$I &Y(t , a,) , A, p)] for t fixed as 12 --, so. 
Since anI, 
F[L(t, 
= $(A,, , pLnk), F[F(t, an+ , hnk , pll,)] > 0 for t > 0, so that 
N,, , h, EL)] > 0 for t 3 0. But, as shown above, if y(t, IY,, , A, CL) is 
defined on [0, co) and F[Y(t, CY” , /\, p)] 2 0, then no == $(A, p), which contra- 
dicts the assumption that 01,, f $(A, p). This completes the proof of Theorem 
(2.1). 
We note that Theorem (2.1) need not hold if ) g(y)i + +a as / y ] --f i-00. 
For example, consider the equation 
yn’ Z. y’ 4. tan-l y. (2.5) 
Let y(t) be a solution of (2.5) with y(0) = oc, y’(0) = )\, y”(O) = CL, where 
X < -n/2 and p < 0. Then 
y”‘(0) -= X --I- tan-r(a) < 0. 
If y”’ had a first zero at some t, > 0, then y’ would be decreasing on [0, to], 
and hence y’(to) < h, so that y”‘(t,) < 0, which is impossible. Thus, any 
trajectory F(t) starting in 
R = {(a, A, ,u)I A < -42, /L < 0} 
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at t = 0 remains in R for t > 0, and thus 1 y(t)1 -+ +oo as t + +co 
[if H(t) is defined on (0, co)]. 
The author was able to show that for CL and p fixed, there exists a unique 
number x such that if y(t) is the solution of (2.1) with y(0) = 01, y’(0) = A, 
y”(0) = CL, then y(t) is defined on [0, 00) and y(t) + (0, 0,O) as t ---f +co. 
Moreover, if z(t) is a solution of (2.1) with z(O) = (Y, z’(0) = A1 f A, 
z”(0) = p, then I[x(t), z’(t), x”(t)]1 ----f +co as t -+ $03 (provided z(t) is 
defined on [0, co)). In the proof of this result, it is assumed that a zg 0,6 > 0, 
g E ~‘(-a, co), g(0) = 0 andg’(y) > 0 fory # 0. 
3. THE NEGATIVE ASYMPTOTIC PROBLEM 
In this section we consider the behavior of solutions of the equation 
ym = q” + by’ + g(y) (3.1) 
as t + -co, where a < 0, b > 0, g E C’(--co, co), g’(y) > 0 for y f 0, and 
g(0) = 0. Let O(t) be a solution of (3.1) and let y(t) = 0(-t). It is easily seen 
that y(t) is a solution of the equation 
yl” = --ay” + by’ - g(y). (3.2) 
Thus, to study the behavior of solutions of (3.1) as t--t -co, it suffices to 
consider the behavior of solutions of (3.2) as t + +co. 
LEMMA (3.1). Ify(t) is a solution of (3.2) defined and bounded on [0, cm), 
then y, y’, y’ -+ 0 as t + +co. 
Proof. Let 
mwl = [r’(t)l” - 2Y(t)Y”w + bY2W - 2@Y@)Y’W 
= F[~P)l + 2 It (y(s) AYNI - ~Y’WI ds. 
0 
Since y(t) is a bounded solution of the linear equation 
,p = --ad + bz’ - g[y(t)], 
by Lemma (1 .l), y’, y”, y”’ are bounded. Moreover, y”” is bounded since 
Y 
“” = -uy” + by” - g’[y(t)] y’(t). 
Since a < 0, it follows from the definition of F[F(t)] that y’ sL2[0, co), and 
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by Lemma (1.3), y’ --, 0 as t ---+ $~ 03. Since y IN’ is bounded and y’ ---f 0, by 
Lemma (1.2) y”, ym -+ 0 as t -+ mi~Oz. Inasmuch as 
?“” -i UwV” --- by’ = -&y(f)], 
y(t) --i’ 0 as t -+ +c0. 
LEMMA (3.2). Let y,(f) and y2(t) be solutions of (3.2) defined on [0, co) 
such thaf yl(t) ;, 0 and yz(t) SC: 0 for t > 0 and y, , ya - 0 as t --f + 33. If 
yJt) is any bounded nontrivial (that is, not identically zero) solution of (3.2) 
dejined on [O, m), there exists a number T such that either y,(t + T) ~= yl(t) 07 
yg(f + T) yz(t).fo7 f .‘-. 0. 
P~oqf. Since y3 is nontrivial, there exists a sequence of points {t,,) --, 03 
such that eithery.JtJ :’ 0 oryu(t,) < 0 for all rz. Suppose first that ya(tn) ;;- 0. 
By Lemma (3.1), ya --> 0 as t -+ -i-m, and thus there exists a point t’ E {tlL) 
with y.:(f) -:y,(O). Since yr ---+ 0 as t-p j-m, there exists t” I-, 0 such that 
y](Y) :- Y8(f’). Let 
x(t) = y1(t) --ys[t + (t’ -- t”)]. 
It is easily seen that z(t) is a solution of the differential equation 
where 
z ‘# = -az” + bx’ - p(t) z, 
p(t) = JkY3(t + t’ - t”) + s{y,(t) - y3(t + t’ --. t “)}I ds. 
0 
We assert that u” = 0. Suppose this were not the case. Let 
F[Z(t)] = 2’2 - 222” - 2a.h +- 6z”. 
It follows from differentiation that 
F[.Z(t)] = F[Z(t”)] $- 11. 2[x2(s) p(s) - az’2(s)] ds. 
Now F[Z(t”)] Z:T 0 because z(t”) = 0, and since F[Z(t)] is strictly in- 
creasing, F[Z(t)] 3 m > 0 for t large. But, by Lemma (3.1), .@(t) --f 0 as 
t - co, i = 0, 1, 2, and hence F[Z(t)] - 0, a contradiction. 
A similar argument applies when yJt,) < 0. 
LEMMA (3.3). Let y(t) be a solution of (3.2) defined on [c, d]. If 
y(d) > 0, y’(d) < 0, y"(d) 3 0, then y(c) > 0, Y'(C) < 0, Y”(C) > 0. If 
y(d) < 0, y’(d) 2 0, y”(d) G 0, then y(c) < 0, Y’(C) > 0, Y”(C) < 0. 
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P~ooj. Let y(d) > 0, y’(d) < 0, y”(d) 3 0. If y” had a first zero to the 
left of d at t, , then y(t,,) > 0, y’(tJ < 0, and hence y”‘(t,) < 0 so that y” s c 0 
on some interval (t 0, t, + 61, a contradiction. This shows that 
Y(C) > 0, Y’(C) < 0, y”(c) > 0. 
A similar analysis can be applied when y(d) < 0, y’(d) > 0, y”(d) < 0. 
THEOREM (3.1). There exists a set M in R3 homeornorphic to R1 such that 
ify(t) is a solution of (3.1) with [y(O), y’(O), y”(O)] E nil, then y(t) is dejbzed on 
(-co,O] andy(i’(t)+O t as - -co, i =z 0, 1, 2. If y(t) is defined on (--i-n, 0] 
and [y(O), y’(O), y”(O)] 6 M, then j y(t)] is unbounded on (-m, 01. 
Proof. To prove the theorem, we consider the behavior of solutions of 
(3.2) as t + $-co. 
We first show the existence of a solution yl(t) of (3.2) such that y1 is 
defined on [0, CD) and for t > 0, (-l)iyr’(t) > 0. An analogous argument 
can be employed to show the existence of a solution yz(t) defined on [0, CD) 
such that (-l)iyf)(t) < 0, i = 0, 1, 2. 
Let n be a fixed positive integer and let y(t, a) denote the solution of (3.2) 
such that y(n, a) = 01, y’(n, a) = 0, y”(n, a) = 0. We will show there exists 
a number 01, such that y(t, an) is defined on [0, n] and 
YV, 4 + [Y’(O, %)I2 + [Y”(O, %)I2 = 1. (3.3) 
Since ~(0, a) is defined for a: small and positive and since, for i = 0, 1, 2, 
~(~‘(0, a) -+ 0 as cf + O+, it suffices to show that for some number B, 
0 < B < 00, y(t, a) is defined on [0, n] for 01 E [0, B) and ~(0, CX) -+ -t cx) as 
CL ---f B - 0. If y(t, CX) is defined on [0, n] for al1 LY. > 0, then by Lemma (3.3), 
~(0, a) > y(n, a) = (Y, and, hence, ~(0, a) --f CO as a: -+ co. Suppose that 
y(t, CX) is not defined on [0, n] for all (Y > 0, and let 01~ = sup(a: 1 y(t, 8) is 
defined on [0, n], 0 < 0 < a}. Clearly, y(t, orO) is not defined on [0, n], and 
hence y(t, 01~) is defined on some interval (S, n] but not on [8, n], where 
S 3 0. Letting y(t, a,,) = 4(-t), it follows from Lemmas (3.3) and (2.3) that 
y(t,q,)++coast-+S+O.IfM>O,thenforsome 
to E (6 4 YOO ,010) >M, 
and, hence, for some E > 0, y(to , a) > M for 0 < --E + 0~~ < 01 < a0 . It 
fohows from Lemma (3.3) that ~(0, CX) > y(to , a), and, hence, ~(0, a) -+ + co 
as a! + a0 - 0. 
For each integer n > 0, let 01, be a positive number satisfying (3.3). Let 
/3, = ~‘(0, OI,J and yn = ~“(0, CX,) and let 
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If yr(t) denotes the solution of (3.2) with y,(O) ~-~ 8, y’(0) = ,8, y”(0) p, 
then by continuity and Lemma (3.3) we have that yr(t) > 0, yr’(t) I 0, 
y;(t) > 0 when yr is defined at t. If yr is defined on [0, t,), yr must tend to a 
finite limit as I + t, -- 0, and from the first part of the proof of Lemma (2.3) 
it follows that yr exists on [0, t,], and hence on [0, m). 
An analogous argument shows the existence of a solution ya(t) defined on 
[0, co) such that (-l)iy’i)(t) s , 0, i =~ 0, 1, 2, and the theorem follows at 
once from Lemmas (3.1) &d (3.2). 
COROLLARY. If y(t) is a nontrivial solution of (3.1) dejhed on ( -m, XI), 
then y(t) cannot be bounded (-a, CO). 
Proof. If y(t) were bounded on (-co, CD), then by Theorem (3. I), either 
y(“)(t) < 0 or yti)(t) > 0 for t :< 0 and i = 0, 1, 2, and by Lemma (2.2), 
(y(t)1 - -f m as t - +m. 
Finally, we note that the results in Section 2 (Section 3) may be used to 
study the behavior of solutions of the equation 
y”’ = --a~” + by’ - g(y) 
as t -+ --oo (as t--f +a). 
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